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One Million Experts on X-Search by PRESANS!

In April, PRESANS announced that X-Search had reached over a million experts in base. PRESANS has launched X-Search (presans.com/x-search), the first Worldwide Expert Search Engine just a few months ago. And today we have great news to announce: more, more and more!

- **1 000 000 experts:** PRESANS is proud to announce that X-Search, has recently reached one million experts in base.
- **Worldwide:** now X-Search Beta really gives you access to worldwide expertise (this feature was originally reserved to premium users).
- **Get your colleagues to use X-Search:** your colleagues also would like to use X-Search, you can now invite up to 25 of your favorite colleagues to use it! Just log in and use the “invite” link.

More information on our blog: presans.com/blog
Use X-Search for free: presans.com/x-search
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PRESANS co-authored a book on Open Innovation

We are pleased to announce the release of the book A Guide to Open Innovation & Crowdsourcing that we have co-authored.

Co-authors of the book include Henry Chesbrough (the father of Open Innovation). Most of the contributions are really insightful and I really recommend their reading. The book is currently a best-seller on Amazon!
Open Innovation Platforms, Idea Dispenser or More?

We were invited to give a talk entitled “Open Innovation Platforms, Idea Dispenser or More?” at the symposium organized by Ile-de-Science, and held on May 12th, 2011 – HEC Paris. The slides are available on our blog.

PRESANS partners with EUCASS 2011!

To strengthen its connection with the aerospace sector, PRESANS partners with EUCASS (the European Conference for Aerospace Sciences) 2011, from July 4, 2011 to July 8, 2011, in Saint Petersburg, Russia.

X-CREATION invests in PRESANS

X-Création became one of PRESANS’s shareholders in March 2011.

X-Création is a subsidiary of the École Polytechnique and the École Polytechnique Foundation aiming to provide financial support to the École’s startups.
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